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QUESTION 1

What is a correct pattern to follow when programming in Apex on a Multi-tenant platform? 

A. Apex code is created in a separate environment from schema to reduce deployment errors. 

B. DML is performed on one record at a time to avoid possible data concurrency issues. 

C. Queries select the fewest fields and records possible to avoid exceeding governor limits. 

D. Apex classes use the \\'\\'with sharing" keyword to prevent access from other server tenants. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which code should be used to update an existing Visualforce page that uses standard Visualforce components so that
the page matches the look and feel of Lightning Experience? 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer created this Apex trigger that calls MyClass.myStaticMethod: 

trigger myTrigger on Contact(before insert)

{ MyClass.myStaticMethod(trigger.new, trigger.oldMap); } 

The developer creates a test class with a test method that calls MyClass.myStaticMethod, resulting in 81% overall code
coverage. 

What happens when the developer tries to deploy the trigger and two classes to production, assuming no other code
exists? 

A. The deployment fails because the Apex trigger has no code coverage. 

B. The deployment fails because no assertions were made in the test method. 

C. The deployment passes because the Apex code has required (>75%) code coverage. 

D. The deployment passes because both classes and the trigger were included in the deployment. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer created a Lightning web component called statusComponent to be inserted into the Account record page. 

Which two things should the developer do to make the component available? 

A. Add true to the statusComponent.js-meta ml file. 

B. Add lighting _RecordPage to the statusComponent.js-meta ml file. 

C. Add Account to the statusComponent.js-meta ml file. 

D. Add Lightning_RecordPage to the statusComponent.js file. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a valid statement about Apex classes and interfaces? Choose 2 answers: 

A. The default modifier for a class is private. 

B. Exception classes must end with the word exception. 

C. A class can have multiple levels of inner classes. 

D. The default modifier for an interface is private. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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